
The Easiest, Fastest Path to High-Quality  
Multilingual Content 

WordPress is the world’s most popular CMS for good reason—its 
open-source architecture is affordable, easy to manage, and  
supportive of dozens of industries from news to ecommerce  
to education and government.

It is also infinitely customizable, with over 50,000 plug-ins designed to connect your content 
more closely to your audiences. In fact, dozens of WordPress plug-ins support translation—but 
only one delivers Lionbridge quality. 

Don’t jeopardize your global opportunities with low-quality translations. You’re just a plug-in 
away from quickly-produced, high-quality multilingual content that amplifies your brand voice 
and engages customers in all markets.

LIONBRIDGE CONNECTOR
FOR WORDPRESS



Fast & Easy End-To-End Translation Management 

Lionbridge for WordPress is a complete solution for your multilingual web content needs. 
It uses the WordPress Multilingual (WPML) plug-in to connect you directly to Lionbridge. 

We know you need quality translations quickly and easily within WordPress, and we  
designed our solution around those needs. You get great quality translations without  
leaving the platform, without copying and pasting any files, and without worrying that 
your translated content will cost more than estimated or take longer than promised.

How It Works 

Taking your brand global with WordPress and Lionbridge is easy. Once you’ve installed 
and activated the plugin, simply open it and:

• Select content for translation into your choice of 80+ available languages

• Track the progress of all your jobs 

• Receive your translated content on or before the quoted delivery date

• Monitor overall spend, projects, and control user access

Hundreds of brands trust Lionbridge for their translation needs. Our innovative platform, 
content quality, and global network of translation professionals have earned us the highest 
customer satisfaction and Net Promoter Scores in the industry.

Solution Highlights

• Plug-in integration enables 
fast and easy translation 
into 80+ languages from 
within WordPress

• 99% of orders fulfilled  
on-time or early

• No hidden fees—the  
quoted price is the price 
you pay

• Support for multiple  
content types 

• Management Dashboard 
for project tracking,  
forecasting, and reporting

Get Started

Contact us today to talk  
with an expert and learn  
how Lionbridge can improve 
the adoption, usability, and  
success of your global  
products and services.

LIONBRIDGE.COM

Benefits

Get More With Lionbridge

We’re here to help you deliver global resonance. Manage your multilingual content  
needs via the translation portal and tap into the full range of Lionbridge Global Digital 
Marketing Services:

• Multilingual Website Optimization

• Multilingual Digital Campaigns

• Visual Adaptation

Deliver global  
brand consistency  

and local relevance

Remove internal  
translation bottlenecks 

and inefficiencies

Improve  
translation  

oversight and ROI

Meet high-volume  
multilingual  

content demand

Add translation  
capability to existing 

tech stack

Simplify translation 
management  

and budgeting

Respond quickly  
to ad hoc global  
opportunities 

Receive support  
from your Customer 
Success Manager and 

technical support teams

https://www.lionbridge.com/

